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Letter of the Dean

At the Amsterdam School of International Business (AMSIB), we envision a 
world where our students offer creative and socially responsible business 
solutions for the challenges of tomorrow. With a global business education, 
our students graduate with hands-on skills, knowledge, and a global mindset to 
thrive in the world of international business. 
 
AMSIB is located in Amsterdam Southeast, a multicultural district that 
is also home to numerous international companies and start-
ups. Approximately one third of our student body and faculty is 
international, covering over 80 nationalities. The diversity of our programme, in 
its people and curriculum, allows our students to connect and learn with people 
from all over the world and provides opportunities to gain knowledge, skills and 
experience to become socially responsible business professionals.  
 
AMSIB became a signatory in 2017 and led a prominent role in establishing the 
PRME Chapter France-Benelux. Over the last two years we have made progress 
in addressing the six PRME principles and engaged in projects such as the SDG-
Barometer research project and the Positive Impact Rating. While having made 
improvements we still face challenges. We share both our achievements and 
challenges in our second Sharing Information on Progress Report on the period 
2019-2020.
   
We are happy to be a member of the PRME network and we continuously 
work at integrating ethics, sustainability and responsibility throughout 
our curriculum, research and operations and leverage the PRME network 
to support us. Through this letter, I want to show our commitment to 
the Principles of Responsible Management Education and our dedication 
to educating responsible business leaders of tomorrow.  

Welcome

Dr. Rogier Busser

Dean of AMSIB
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The Amsterdam School of International Business (AMSIB) is a school in the 
Faculty of Business and Economics (FBE) at the Amsterdam University of 
Applied Sciences (AUAS). The AUAS is the largest higher education institution 
in the Netherlands with more than 45,000 students and FBE is the largest 
Faculty at the AUAS with approximately 10,000 students. AMSIB offers three 
International Business programmes to nearly 3,000 students. In September 
2021, AMSIB launched a joint master degree with Northumbria University, 
Global Sustainable Business Management. 

Facts and Figures about AMSIB

Introduction

ESTABLISHED
Our history extends back 125 years and builds on the solid traditions of business 
education from the Hogeschool voor Economische Studies (HES). The international 
programmes became known as the Amsterdam School of International Business in 2016.

UN PRME MEMBER
Since 2017; one of the Schools that initiated the establishment of a France-Benelux 
chapter

STUDENTS 3,000

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS

25%

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT EXCHANGE

Approximately 400 incoming and outgoing student exchanges per year

FACULTY MEMBERS 150

PARTNER UNIVERSITIES 155 universities worldwide

BACHELOR PRO-
GRAMMES

3 bachelor of business administration programmes in International Business

MASTER PROGRAMME
1 joint master programme with Northumbria University, Global Sustainable Business 
Management

RESEARCH
3 research lines in the Centre for Entrepreneurial Dynamics and International Strategy; 
part of Centre for Economic Transformation in FBE

ACCREDITATION EFMD Bachelor Programme accreditation since 2017; NVAO

ALUMNI NETWORK 5,000+

MEMBERSHIPS
AACSB, EFMD, Network of International Business Schools (NIBS), Council of International 
Schools (CIS), SAP University Alliance
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Ethics, Responsibility and Sustainability at AMSIB and the 
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences 

At the university level, the AUAS has identified three strategic pillars - Diversity 
& Inclusion, Sustainability, and Digitization - that provide strategic direction 
for all Faculties in developing curricula and educating students. In this Sharing 
Information on Progress (SIP) report, we use the term ‘sustainability’ generally, 
referring to the Diversity & Inclusion and Sustainability pillars. In 2018, AUAS, 
along with other Dutch universities of applied sciences, signed the SDG-Charter 
which is a network of companies, NGO’s and the public sector that collaborate 
to realize the SDGs. By signing the SDG Charter, the AUAS is committed to the 
goal to educate our students to become ‘SDG literate’. 

The AUAS initiated a university-wide sustainability programme called Re-set 
in 2018. As a three-year programme, the primary aim of Re-set was to raise 
awareness of sustainability in AUAS, gain commitment from all Faculties to 
embed sustainability principles and ensure that sustainability remains on the 
AUAS strategic agenda. Re-set also acts as a platform to connect stakeholders 
throughout the AUAS who work on different projects and initiatives. Re-set 
organizes various events, campaigns and lobbies for a greener and more 
inclusive education and policies. It also awards the biannual GO Game 
Changers Award to the best student project on sustainability to highlight how 
students are making social impact through their studies. As Re-set is nearing 
the end of its three year term, it will transition to a university-wide Green Office. 

Amsterdam School of International Business

We are proud that our International Business programmes have received 
5-year reaccreditation in May 2021 from the European Foundation of 
Management Development (EFMD). Our programmes are also accredited by 
the Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders (NVAO) and the Network 
of International Business Schools. AMSIB is also a member of the Association 
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) and the SAP University 
Alliance. In 2017, AMSIB became a member of UN PRME and played a central 
role in initiating and establishing the PRME France-Benelux chapter, together 
with Antwerp Management School of the University of Antwerp, Maastricht 
School of Management and the Conférence des Grandes Écoles. This is our 
second Sharing Information on Progress Report about the last two years (2019-
2020). 
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AMSIB’s 2021-2026 strategic plan identifies four strategic areas: programmes, 
research, community and engagement, and resources and operations. Several 
objectives for each strategic area build on progress made since 2016 and 
take into account  recommendations from the EFMD accreditation in 2017, 
feedback on EFMD annual progress reports, and recent developments in the 
higher education (inter)national environment in general and at AUAS and FBE 
specifically. 

AMSIB has 150 faculty members across nine departments. The governance of 
AMSIB includes the management team (MT), consisting of the Dean, Research 
Director and Operations Director, and the Leadership Council, which includes 
the Heads of Departments and the AMSIB MT. Additionally, there are several 
boards and committees that oversee quality assurance and curriculum 
development. 

Ethics, Responsibility, Sustainability at AMSIB

AMSIB defines ethics as honouring the values of honesty, loyalty, 
sensitivity, integrity, equality, caring and professionalism in all 
internal and external activities of the school. AMSIB promotes 
ethical behaviour amongst students, lecturers, and administrative 
staff through ethical leadership and improvement of organizational 
citizenship behaviour.

At AMSIB, responsibility is defined as being morally responsible 
for all our individual decisions and actions. AMSIB emphasizes the 
evaluation of the consequences of individual and group decisions 
before taking any action. Our business school seeks ways to make 
students and staff aware of their impacts on society.

At AMSIB, sustainability means learning about how your individual 
actions impact the planet and people. We strive to address global 
societal grand challenges such as global warming, gender and race 
equality, food safety and redistributive wealth and well-being. 
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Founded in 2007, Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) 
is a United Nations-supported initiative and platform that raises the profile of 
sustainability in business and management schools around the world. Working 
through six principles, PRME ensures that schools equip future leaders with 
the skills needed to balance economic and sustainability goals, while drawing 
attention to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and aligning academic 
institutions with the work of the UN Global Compact.
 
PRME’s vision is to create a global movement and drive thought leadership 
on responsible management education. PRME’s mission is to transform 
management education and develop the responsible decision-makers of 
tomorrow to advance sustainable development. As a voluntary initiative with 
over 800 signatories worldwide, PRME has become the largest organised 
network that links the United Nations and higher education institutions.
AMSIB became a PRME member in 2017 and played a central role in initiating 
and establishing the PRME France-Benelux chapter, together with Antwerp 
Management School of the University of Antwerp, Maastricht School of 
Management and the Conférence des Grandes Écoles. The third chapter 
meeting (January 31 to February 1, 2019) was hosted at AMSIB and the former 
prime minister of the Netherlands, Jan-Peter Balkenende, delivered a keynote 
speech during this meeting.  

PRME Principles

We will develop the capabilities of 
students to be future generators of 
sustainable value for business and 
society at large and to work for an 
inclusive and sustainable global 
economy.

1. PURPOSE 

What is PRME?

We will engage in conceptual and 
empirical research that advances 
our understanding about the role, 
dynamics, and impact of corporations 
in the creation of sustainable social, 
environmental and economic value.

4. RESEARCH

We will incorporate into our academic 
activities, curricula, and organisational 
practices the values of global social 
responsibility as portrayed in 
international initiatives such as the 
United Nations Global Compact.

2. VALUES

We will interact with managers of 
business corporations to extend our 
knowledge of their challenges in 
meeting social and environmental 
responsibilities and to explore jointly 
effective approaches to meeting these 
challenges.

5. PARTNERSHIPS

We will create educational frameworks, 
materials, processes and environments 
that enable effective learning 
experiences for responsible leadership.

3. METHOD

We will facilitate and support dialogue 
and debate among educators, students, 
business, government, consumers, 
media, civil society organisations 
and other interested groups and 
stakeholders on critical issues related 
to global social responsibility and 
sustainability.

6. DIALOGUE
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We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of 
sustainable value for business and society at large and to work for an 
inclusive and sustainable global economy. 

We will incorporate into our academic activities, curricula, and 
organisational practices the values of global social responsibility 
as portrayed in international initiatives such as the United Nations 
Global Compact (UNGC).

Over the last years our mission, vision and the four main strategic areas 
(programmes, research, community and engagement, resources and 
operations) have been sharpened to better reflect AMSIB’s strategic intent. 
 
AMSIB’s mission is to create graduates with the hands-on skills, 
knowledge, and global mindset to thrive in the world of international 
business.
  
The two main values of our mission are: 
 
1. Global mindset: The global mindset that we embrace derives from the 
history of Amsterdam, focusing on an appreciation of cultural diversity and 
international business orientation. We operationalize this mindset through the 
acronym GPS: global knowledge (international business awareness), passion 
(for diversity and finding your passion), and social skills (cross-cultural dexterity, 
networking, and communication).  
 
2. Hands-on attitude: We excel in applying a hands-on, learning-by-doing 
approach to business and management education and research. Students 
come to AMSIB to master the actual mechanics of global business. As we 
see it, international business requires a profound knowledge of business 
administration in a global context, along with the ability to effectively work 
with people from all kinds of cultural backgrounds. This can only be learned by 
taking an action, reflecting upon it, and acting again. 

Purpose and Values
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AMSIB’s vision is to educate a new generation of international business 
leaders who are able to provide creative and socially responsible solutions 
to the global challenges of today and tomorrow.  
 
In addition to the two main values mentioned above, we also strive to excel in a 
third value: 
 
3. Social responsibility: As a business school, we need to foster a deep 
understanding of ethics with respect for norms and values across the globe, 
as well as the true belief that profitable, sustainable business models can 
and should be developed and executed. Although we currently include this 
sustainability focus in our curriculum, we aim to fully integrate it in a more 
systematic way. 

The AMSIB values – global mindset, hands-on attitude (entrepreneurial 
skills) and social responsibility – are embedded in our International Business 
Programme. Figure 1 shows how the intended learning outcomes (ILOs) are 
related, the AMSIB values (yellow) along with research knowledge (orange) 
make up the outer circle that lays a foundation for the inner circle of business 
knowledge (blue). The ILOs are mapped for each module in our curriculum.

             Figure 1
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Progress 2018-2020

For Principle 1 and 2, our progress is marked by actions that are aligned with 
our strategy and values. In this regard, we have made progress in two main 
areas: 1) faculty recruitment and development, and 2) curriculum development. 

Faculty recruitment and development

In the past two years, we have recruited several new faculty members with 
strong sustainability knowledge and expertise. One of the knowledge areas 
we are developing is circular and regenerative economies. We have two 
assistant professors who have deep knowledge in this area and one of our 
faculty members started a PhD on circular global value chains. 

We continue to raise awareness about sustainability as a core AMSIB value by 
organizing workshops and information sharing. To give more attention to PRME 
and responsible management education, we organized a session in January 
2021 during the online monthly meeting ‘Voices & Narratives’ titled ‘What does 
social responsibility mean to you?’. This awareness building extends to our 
student body as well. During the introduction week of the 2020-2021 academic 
school year, we organized a workshop on Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) for first year students from Mirjam van Laarhoven, Strategic Circular 
Design at Philips. Over 500 first year students attended this online workshop 
to get to know each other and learn about the SDGs. The students were very 
positive, and one of them said: ‘’As we are in business studies, some day we will 
be able to provide people with sustainable jobs’’. This action relates to our aim to 
communicate AMSIB’s values at the start of the student’s academic journey. 

Curriculum development

In the past years, we have incorporated sustainability into our curriculum 
and modules in various ways. Some modules are fully dedicated to 
a sustainability topic, such as the modules of Ethics, Responsibility & 
Sustainability or Managing in a Circular Economy. Other modules incorporate 
topics into the broader subject, such a Cross Cultural Awareness that dedicates 
seminars to stereotyping and cultural differences or Marketing & Sales 1 that 
has a lecture on greenwashing practices. Lastly, modules also incorporate the 
use of cases or class examples and exercises that focus on sustainability issues 
or companies. As mentioned previously, AMSIB’s module ILOs include AMSIB 
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values so most modules in the International Business programme can include 
learning about sustainability.

In the 2020-2021 academic year, we participated in the Positive Impact Rating 
(PIR) for the first time. Students from the Programme Committee implemented 
the survey for PIR with supervision of the PRME coordinator. In February 2021 
more than 150 responses were collected and sent to the PIR team for data 
analysis. AMSIB received the rating of a ‘progressing’ business school. There is 
much room for improvement especially in the third dimension ‘engaging’. We 
plan on participating again next year and to embed it in our annual processes. 

Future objectives and activities 2021-2023

We have several objectives and actions planned to continuously build, foster 
and strengthen a sustainable, diverse and inclusive culture at AMSIB. We list 
these points below.

 > Recruit new faculty members with strong ERS profiles

 > Raise awareness of diversity and inclusion; appointed a Diversity & Inclusion 
Officer to start in academic year 2021-2022

 > Continue raising awareness about AMSIB’s three core values and ERS among 
students and faculty

 > Establish monitoring procedures to collect data for reporting on ERS, i.e. 
periodic interviews with stakeholders, periodic review of internal reports 
and documents, focus groups with students, etc.



PRINCIPLE 3
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We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes 
and environments that enable effective learning experiences for 
responsible leadership.

AMSIB embraces an activated and blended pedagogy that facilitates self-
directed learning. We outline a few examples focused on sustainability from 
our curriculum. Although several of our courses fully integrate responsible 
and sustainable management, it remains challenging to fully incorporate 
responsible management theories into course material. To this end, the 
activities indicated in the previous chapter on Principle 1 and Principle 2 are 
needed to build awareness and facilitate change. 

Progress 2018-2020

Ethics Responsibility and Sustainability (ERS)
ERS was introduced in 2018 with the start of the revised International Business 
programme. It is a first-year course that introduces students to the concepts of 
ERS at the start of their learning journey. The purpose is to teach students that 
individual and organizational actions and decisions should be based on ethical 
standards and moral principles. The course starts with discussing normative 
and descriptive ethical theories to help students learn basic definitions and 
concepts. Business ethics is discussed in relation to different groups of business 
stakeholders, including employees, customers, and suppliers. It combines 
theory with real world cases that are discussed with students, who then reflect 
on the cases and their own moral position. 

Governance, Sustainability & Entrepreneurship (GSE)
As a first-year course, GSE introduces key issues and concepts about 
sustainability and entrepreneurship and applies them to real-life business 
situations. Students become familiar with the SDGs, stakeholder theory, 
business and society, triple bottom line (people, planet, prosperity) and 
sustainable/circular business models. Starting from the perspective of an 
issue or challenge based on a chosen SDG, students research companies 
affected by the issue and provide solutions to adapt and address societal and 

Method: curriculum 
and teaching
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environmental issues with new technologies and circular economic approaches 
to production.

Managing in a Circular Economy (MCE)
MCE is a timely topic and a popular elective course for second year students 
and focuses on the challenges that businesses face in transitioning from a 
linear to a circular economic system. These challenges include climate change, 
pollution, biodiversity loss, inequalities of environmental impacts, among 
others. In this module students learn how value can be created through a 
circular approach, how different businesses can contribute to the transition to a 
circular economy, and how they can help make this transition happen. Through 
discussion, activities and research, students reflect on how to change the 
current economic system and take action through a design thinking approach 
to develop a circular business model and pitch. MCE has also been adapted to 
an executive education course that was piloted online in November-December 
2020 in collaboration with ABN AMRO bank.

Cross Cultural Awareness
Cross Cultural Awareness looks at the similarities and differences between 
people from different cultural backgrounds, where these differences originate 
from, how we communicate with each other and how we can co-operate more 
effectively and appropriately when understanding these differences. This 
course promotes social understanding and respect, as well as the perception 
of a diverse society where differences and similarities are recognized as 
driving forces for social and economic progress. To advance one's career in 
international business arenas and contribute to society, cultural understanding 
is critical since the way a person, an organization or a country conducts 
business can be attributed to the consequences of culture. AMSIB graduates in 
International Business are expected to function effectively and appropriately in 
a world characterized by diversity, multi-faceted relationships and continuous 
adjustment to new cultures and cultural interactions. Through the interaction 
with different cultures, students engage in activities that challenge their 
personal frames of reference, push them toward socially responsible behaviors 
and questioning their own positions on ethical matters across cultures.
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Future objectives and activities 2021-2023

 > Review International Business programme curricula and assess where ERS 
topics can be better embedded into assessments and ILOs

 > Provide a framework for embedding ERS in modules to make the inclusion 
of ERS less dependent on lecturers’ motivation

 > Establish a resource center or platform where lecturers can find teaching 
material (i.e. cases) about ERS topics

 > Continue to develop new courses that fully integrate sustainability principles

 > Start the joint master degree with Northumbria University, Global 
Sustainable Business Management, launching in September 2021

 > Create a physical environment (e.g. facilities and building) that echoes a 
green and healthy well-being (e.g. plastic free, vegetarian menus, water 
fountains, plants) 



PRINCIPLE 4
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We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances 
our understanding about the role, dynamics, and impact of 
corporations in the creation of sustainable social environmental and 
economic value.

AMSIB established the Centre for Entrepreneurial Dynamics and International 
Strategy (CEDIS) in 2015 to support scholarly-active faculty members and 
stimulate research-informed teaching. CEDIS strives to co-create novel, 
scientifically sound, and relevant knowledge with multiple stakeholders 
(students, lecturers, practitioners, organizations, and entrepreneurs). There 
are 25 CEDIS professors and doctoral candidates, many of whom (13) focus 
on ERS topics, such as sustainable and responsible consumption, sustainable/
social entrepreneurship, gender equality, multi-stakeholder initiatives for grand 
challenges, circular economy, and global value chains. 

CEDIS professors facilitate scholarly activity and research informed teaching of 
AMSIB’s faculty members. CEDIS hosts the Research Lab, which is an honours 
programme for thesis projects and currently has 30+ research projects that 
students can participate in. CEDIS also supports faculty members in writing 
teaching cases and teaching material and hosts visiting scholars for seminars, 
teaching or scholarly exchanges.

Progress 2018-2020

Our AMSIB researchers engage in many research activities and we highlight a 
few exemplary projects and publications. 

Collaborative Networks for Sustainability (CONESU) 
The CONESU project started in 2019 after receiving €1 million in funding for 
four years. It is led by Prof. Lori DiVito and is a joint project with Maastricht 
School of Management and six organizations in the textile industry. Many 
grand challenges require multiple organizations to collaborate and CONESU 
investigates how orchestrators govern collaborative networks to facilitate 
collective value creation and capture, ensuring the continuity of the network 
to reach its objectives. The CONESU project focuses on circular textiles and 
builds on a previous project, The Alliance for Responsible Denim (ARD), that 

Research
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was funded from 2016-2018. ARD investigated how competitors collaborate 
to address sustainability challenges in denim production, focusing on two 
sustainability problems: scaling the demand and supply of post-consumer 
recycled denim and reducing the use of toxic chemicals in denim finishing.
 
A behavioral perspective on decision making of financial advisors 
This is a project by an AMSIB professor, Assistant Professor Micha Keijer, who 
received funding for two-years to study sustainable finance decisions from a 
behavioral perspective. 

IMAGE, Researching the City: Mapping Imaginaries
 In 2020, Assistant Professor Nuria Arbones Aran received funding with an 
Erasmus+ consortium of higher education institutions to implement this 
research in five European cities. In the IMAGE project, students work with city 
partners such as city councils, inhabitants, citizens initiatives and local cultural 
organizations and companies on real life societal challenges. In interdisciplinary 
and intercultural settings, they share their research findings with colleague 
students abroad, enhancing the solutions to include knowledge and experience 
from other cities. 

Centre for Economic Transformation 
In 2019, the AUAS and FBE appointed Kate Raworth, author of Doughnut 
Economics, as Professor of Practice. The appointment inspired the launch 
of a new research centre in FBE, the Centre for Economic Transformation 
(CET). The CET is envisioned to become an active platform stimulating new 
economic thinking and responsible business practices and bringing together a 
community of researchers, teachers, professionals, students, companies, and 
other stakeholders. The CET offers opportunities for AMSIB faculty to engage in 
various knowledge development and dissemination activities, such as hosting 
debates and seminars, developing teaching materials, conducting joint research 
projects, and developing practical tools and frameworks. The CET also hosts the 
internal academic conference, CET Research Day, where researchers from FBE 
share insights from their current research projects.

SDG-Barometer project 
In collaboration with the Dutch members of France-Benelux chapter 
(TIAS Business School for Society, Open University, Maastricht School of 
Management) we are working on a Dutch version of the ‘SDG Barometer’. This 
Barometer is an initiative of academic, societal and business-related partners 
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in Belgium to investigate the adoption of the SDGs in Belgium. The SDG 
Barometer has two main objectives. First, it aims to analyze the current state 
of affairs regarding the type of engagement, the implementation (progress 
made so far, challenges), and the communication on the SDGs of Belgian 
organizations through a quantitative survey methodology. The second objective 
is to get a better understanding of the application of the SDGs in practice 
through analyzing the choices organizations made and investigating the 
problems they encounter when working with the SDGs (source: SDG Barometer 
2018). The SDG Barometer can subsequently be scaled internationally through 
the France-Benelux PRME Chapter and possibly other PRME Chapters.

CEDIS Research Lab thesis projects
Started in 2015, the CEDIS Research Lab supervises AMSIB thesis students 
that conduct academically rigorous research and work closely with an AMSIB 
professor. Each year approximately 50-75 students participate in Research 
Lab projects and many of the topics focus on sustainability and responsible 
business. A few examples of topics include Female Entrepreneurship, 
Entrepreneurship and Immigration, Sustainable Entrepreneurship, Gender Bias 
in Business School Curricula, Sustainable Marketing for Food Brands, and many 
more.



List of selected publications by AMSIB professors

RELATED TO SDGS YEAR

AUTHORS 
AFFILIATED 
WITH AMSIB 

OR AUAS

TITLE JOURNAL

  2020
Lori DiVito, 

Jakomijn van Wijk, 
Ingrid Wakkee

Governing collaborative value 
creation in the context of grand 

challenges: A case study of a 
cross-sectoral collaboration in 

the textile industry

Business & Society

2020 Jason Good
Us before me: A group level 

approach to the circular 
economy

Us before me: A group 
level approach to the 

circular economy

2019 Lori DiVito

From individual sustainability 
orientations to collective 

sustainability innovation and 
sustainable entrepreneurial 

ecosystems

Small Business 
Economics: An 

Entrepreneurship 
Journal

2020 Jason Good

Entangled Sensemaking at 
Sea: Bycatch Management 

That Makes Good Social and 
Ecological Sense

Book

2020 Simeona Petkova

Visual Culture on the Semi-
Periphery: Reading the Global/
Local in Google Image Results. 

(pp. 77-98). 

Book chapter in De-
Westernizing Visual 
Communication and 

Cultures by Herdin, T., 
Faust, M. & Chen, G-M.

2019 Jakomijn van Wijk

Challenges in Building Robust 
Interventions in Contexts 

of Poverty: Insights from an 
NGO-driven multi-stakeholder 

network in Ethiopia

Organization Studies

2019 Phuong Mai 
Nguyen

Cross-cultural Management: 
With Insights from Brain 

Science
Book

2018 Phuong Mai 
Nguyen

Culturally appropriate face 
strategies in cooperative 

learning with insight from 
cultural

neuroscience

Comparative Education

18
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Future objectives and activities 2021-2023

 > Create an online resource library of Research Lab theses

 > Increase the number of funded projects focused on ERS topics

 > Increase the impact of research and knowledge produced by AMSIB 
professors and faculty

 > Complete the SDG Barometer project that started in 2021

 > Host visiting scholars that are experts in ERS topics
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We will interact with managers of business corporations to 
extend our knowledge of their challenges in meeting social and 
environmental responsibilities and to explore jointly effective 
approaches to meeting these challenges.

AMSIB has an extensive corporate partner network of more than 1000 firms 
worldwide. As AMSIB students have a mandatory internship, our corporate 
network is continuously growing. We maintain strategic relationships with 
several multinational corporations that are members of our International 
Business Advisory Board (IBAB), and include such as companies as The Student 
Hotel, Microsoft, Heineken, DHL. We also maintain strategic partnerships 
with local companies and organizations, such as the Amsterdam Economic 
Board, Circle Economy and ABN Amro bank, that are involved in curriculum 
development, guest lecturing, research projects and educational events. Below 
are few examples of how we engage with our corporate partners.  

Progress 2018-2020

FBE International Days | Mission Sustainable 
On 18-22 November 2019, AMSIB organized, together with the other 
programmes in FBE, International Days with Mission Sustainable as the 
overarching theme. Attendance to this event was mandatory for first- and 
second-year students (500-600 students) and open to students in other years 
as well. Several speakers from leading sustainability companies, such as 
Tony Chocolonely, Patagonia, FastNed, gave keynote lectures about how they 
manage sustainable businesses considering social, ecological, and economic 
aspects. 

Co-development of education with ABN AMRO bank
AMSIB has worked closely with ABN Amro to create mixed classrooms of 
professionals and students, where young professionals learn side-by-side with 
bachelor students in honours modules. We have co-developed together with 
ABN Amro an executive education course on Managing in the Circular Economy 
(MCE). The course was piloted in November-December 2020 and included a mix 
of AMSIB alumni and ABN Amro young professionals. The executive course was 
also delivered online and included students worldwide from Indonesia to the UK.

Partnerships
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Transforming to Circular Business Models, online event with Cumulus 
Park Studio (ING Bank)
In June 2020, AMSIB co-organized and participated in an online event with one 
of our business partners, Cumulus Park, an open innovation initiative from 
ING Bank. The online event aimed to explore how the doughnut strategy of 
the City of Amsterdam is translated to companies based in Amsterdam. We 
organized a keynote speaker from the City of Amsterdam, Evelien Jonkhoff, and 
a panel of speakers from G-Star Raw, Ikea and Too Good To Go about how their 
businesses are transforming to circular business models. In breakout sessions, 
the audience created an action list for the City of Amsterdam to facilitate 
circular transformation.

Collaborative Online International Learning Projects (COIL)
AMSIB has long engaged COIL projects with our network of university partners. 
In 2019, we piloted a COIL project for all first year students to facilitate a 
broader international experience at the start of their student journey. Through 
this 'virtual exchange' students participate in an international project and 
develop cross-cultural competence across shared multicultural learning 
environments. The experience gives students the opportunity to improve their 
communication, language, cultural, leadership and time management skills. It 
also broadens their horizons from their home country and helps to inform their 
decision about exchange in their third year.

Future objectives and activities 2021-2023

 > Develop a strong Alumni Advisory Board (initiated in 2021)

 > Strengthen ties and engagement with corporate relations and AMSIB alumni 
to support ERS integration in curriculum

 > Establish ERS projects within existing modules that are linked and sponsored 
by corporate partners and NGOs

 > Build ties with corporate partners in the cocoa and fishing industries to 
facilitate consortia building for research projects on ERS topics
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We will facilitate and support dialogue and debate among educators, 
students, business, government, consumers, media, civil society 
organisations and other interested groups and stakeholders on 
critical issues related to global social responsibility and sustainability.

In the past two years, AMSIB has worked primarily on setting a foundation for 
community engagement upon which we can build meaningful dialogue with 
our stakeholders. For Principle 6, we have set several objectives to advance our 
standing and contribution in the public dialogue. With the launch of the CET, we 
foresee more opportunities to engage in dialogue and public debate with our 
students, corporate partners, academic peers, and other stakeholders.

Progress 2018-2020

Development work
In 2018, an AMSIB faculty member, Anoesjka Timmermans, participated in a 
mission-driven project in Atar, Mauritania to install proper toilets with septic 
tanks, running water and improved hygiene in a primary school. Students from 
AUAS in the minor entrepreneurship set up an entrepreneurial project to raise 
funds for the project. 

Community engagement plan
In AMSIB’s strategic plan 2021-2025, community engagement is a strategic 
area for development. In 2019, we defined areas of improvement in alumni 
relations, corporate relations, and student relations. We began to implement 
the plan in 2020 and recruited key personnel – an alumni relations officer, 
an external relations officer and a diversity and inclusion officer. These three 
officers fall under the Community Engagement Manager and as a team they 
are responsible for creating an engaging, inclusive community that embraces 
AMSIB’s diverse culture. 

Student Sustainability Ambassadors
In 2019, AMSIB initiated a sustainability ambassador programme that 
students apply to and are selected based on motivation. Student sustainability 
ambassadors initiate and participate in various activities, such as creating 

Dialogue
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awareness about ERS among students and executing the PIR survey. The 
number of applications has grown since and SAP has become a AUAS-wide 
programme in collaboration with Re-set. 

Future objectives and activities 2021-2023

 > Facilitate and engage in greater public dialogue and local and international 
actions about ERS and SDGs

 > Plan workshops with stakeholders to identify topics of dialogue and 
innovative approaches to engaging in debate

 > Provide support to AMSIB Culture and Excellence Society to organize 
activities for international students to facilitate a diverse and inclusive 
student culture 

 > Organize activities that include AMSIB faculty members and students, such 
as volunteering or community outreach

 > Establish and maintain an AMSIB public voice, communication strategy that 
supports AMSIB’s values and creates awareness about ERS topics and SDGs 
via social media, videos
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We provide an overview of the future objectives that were listed in 
the previous chapters.

 > Continue recruitment of faculty with strong ERS profiles
 > Raise awareness of diversity and inclusion; appointed a Diversity & Inclusion Officer to start 

in academic year 2021-22
 > Continue raising awareness about AMSIB’s three core values and ERS among students and 

faculty
 > Establish monitoring procedures to collect data for reporting on ERS, i.e. periodic interviews 

with stakeholders, periodic review of internal reports and documents, focus groups with 
students, etc. 

 > Review International Business programme curricula and assess where ERS topics can be 
better embedded into assessments and ILOs

 > Provide a framework for embedding ERS in modules to make the inclusion of ERS less 
dependent on lecturers’ motivation

 > Establish a resource center or platform where lecturers can find teaching material about ERS 
topics

 > Continue to develop new courses that fully integrate sustainability principles
 > Start the joint master degree with Northumbria University, Global Sustainable Business 

Management, launching in September 2021
 > Create a physical environment (e.g. facilities and building) that echoes a green and healthy 

well-being

 > Create an online resource library of Research Lab theses
 > Increase the number of funded projects focused on ERS topics
 > Increase the impact of research and knowledge produced by AMSIB professors and faculty
 > Complete the SDG Barometer project that started in 2021
 > Host visiting scholars that are experts in ERS topics

 > Develop a strong Alumni Advisory Board (initiated in 2021)
 > Strengthen ties and engagement with corporate relations and AMSIB alumni to support ERS 

integration in curriculum
 > Establish ERS projects within existing modules that are linked and sponsored by corporate 

partners and NGOs
 > Build ties with corporate partners in the cocoa and fishing industries to facilitate consortia 

building for research projects on ERS topics

 > Facilitate and engage in greater public dialogue and local and international actions about 
ERS and SDGs

 > Plan workshops with stakeholders to identify topics of dialogue and innovative approaches 
to engaging in debate

 > Provide support to AMSIB Culture and Excellence Society to organize activities for 
international students to facilitate a diverse and inclusive student culture 

 > Organize activities that include AMSIB faculty members and students, such as volunteering 
or community outreach

 > Establish and maintain an AMSIB public voice, communication strategy that supports 
AMSIB’s values and creates awareness about ERS topics and SDGs via social media, videos

Overview of future 
objectives



2017 SIP GOALS STATUS AND PROGRESS 2018-2020 % 
COMPLETE

Establishment of the Centre of ERS to work 
closely with faculty members and provide 

training in areas such as Ethics that provide 
support to lecturers in teaching these 

subjects.

Center for Economic Transformation (CET) 
established in FBE as of February 2021. A Centre 
for ERS is redundant and no longer necessary.

100%

Develop a mandatory ‘business ethics’ course 
for all AMSIB programs

Developed an Ethics, Responsibility and 
Sustainability course for all first-year students. 

Started in September 2018.

100%

Organize a Faculty Ethics Seminar to 
introduce ethics, responsible management 
to lecturers and ultimately use this in their 

courses.
Outcome: at the end of the seminar lecturers 
have created teaching modules that could be 

used in their courses

Continued awareness and education of ERS 
principles among AMSIB faculty

50%

Arrange a competition for students and 
faculty to increase their knowledge in 

relation to business ethics every semester.

SDG-Challenge organized for all students in FBE 
in spring 2021.

50%

Organize debates as an extracurricular 
activity on Business Ethics and other themes 

for students and staff

Included as future objectives in Principle 6 
Dialogue

0%

Add Ethics into all Intended Learning 
Outcomes (ILO’s) of study programs

Accomplished for IB programmes 100%

Developing a new study
program: Sustainability

Management

Master Global Sustainable Business Management 
started September 2021

100%

Adding sustainability topics to lectures Review partially completed, improvements to be 
made

75%
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Below is a summary of the objectives in the previous report and the progress. 

Status on 2017 goals
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Links to resources

Amsterdam Culture and Excellence (ACE) Society home page
Amsterdam Culture and Excellence (ACE) Society on AUAS web site
AUAS Code of Conduct for International Students
Amsterdam School of International Business (AMSIB)
AMSIB International Business bachelor programmes
AMSIB Global Sustainable Business Management joint master programme
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
Centre for Entrepreneurial Dynamics and International Strategy
Centre for Economic Transformation
Collaborative Networks for Sustainability (CONESU)
IMAGE Researching the city: mapping imaginaries
Managing in a Circular Economy master level short course 
Policy on Research Data Management
Transforming to Circular Business Models online event
Video, Anoesjka Timmermans, Atar, Mauritania
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